
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

USAA CASUALTY INSURANCE : CIVIL ACTION NO. 1:12-CV-1178
COMPANY, a/s/o JOAN SONNEN, :

: (Chief Judge Conner)
Plaintiff, :

:
v. :

:
METROPOLITAN EDISON :
COMPANY, :

:
Defendant/Third :
Party Plaintiff, :

:
v. :

:
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC USA, INC. :
f/k/a SQUARE D COMPANY, :

:
Third Party :
Defendant. :

MEMORANDUM

Plaintiff USAA Casualty Insurance Company (“USAA”), as subrogee of Joan

Sonnen, filed the above-captioned action against defendant Metropolitan Edison

Company (“Met-Ed”), alleging negligence and willful and/or wanton misconduct

arising from an electrical fire in Ms. Sonnen’s home.  (Doc. 1).  Met-Ed subsequently

impleaded Schneider Electric USA, Inc. (“Schneider”), formerly known as Square

D Company, as a third-party defendant pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 14.  (Doc. 48).  Presently before the court is Met-Ed’s motion for

summary judgment (Doc. 58) against USAA, relying on a motion in limine to

exclude the testimony of USAA’s expert witness, Ronald J. Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I.,
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C.F.C. (Doc. 56).  For the reasons that follow, the court will deny Met-Ed’s motion in

limine as well as the motion for summary judgment. 

I. Factual Background & Procedural History

A. Factual Background

On November 17, 2010, a fire occurred at the home of Joan Sonnen in

Manchester, Pennsylvania as a result of an electrical malfunction.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 5; Doc.

71 ¶ 5).  Ms. Sonnen has a property insurance policy with plaintiff USAA, a Texas

corporation licensed to do business in Pennsylvania.  (Doc. 10 ¶¶ 1, 6).  

Defendant Met-Ed is a Pennsylvania corporation that provides electricity to

Ms. Sonnen’s home via its 720 distribution line.  (Id. ¶ 2; Doc. 59 ¶ 7; Doc. 71 ¶ 7).  On

November 17, 2010, the breaker at the Zionsview substation for the 720 distribution

line opened at 12:57 p.m. and reclosed seven seconds later.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 8; Doc. 71 ¶ 8). 

Thereafter, an electrical fire ignited at the main circuit breaker in the electrical

panel in Ms. Sonnen’s basement.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 9; Doc. 71 ¶ 9).  This fire was initially

reported to the Union Fire Department at approximately 5:40 p.m.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 6;

Doc. 71 ¶ 6).  

B. Procedural History

On June 20, 2012, USAA, as subrogee of Joan Sonnen, filed a complaint (Doc.

1) against Met-Ed and thereafter filed an amended complaint (Doc. 10) on August 1,

2012, alleging claims for negligence and willful and/or wanton misconduct related to

the electrical fire.  (Doc. 59 ¶¶ 1-2; Doc. 71 ¶¶ 1-2).  Met-Ed filed a motion to dismiss

(Doc. 14) pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1) and 12(b)(6).  (Doc. 59
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¶ 3; Doc. 71 ¶ 3).  On January 10, 2013, the court adopted the Report and

Recommendation of Magistrate Judge Methvin (Doc. 23) and denied the motion to

dismiss.  (Doc. 30; Doc. 59 ¶ 4; Doc. 71 ¶ 4).  

On May 5, 2013, Met-Ed filed a third-party complaint against Schneider,

alleging strict liability for a defective main circuit breaker and contribution or

indemnification for negligence.  (Doc. 48).  Schneider filed an answer on June 11,

2013 and included a cross-claim against Met-Ed for contribution or indemnification.

 (Doc. 51). 

C. Expert Testimony

USAA proffers the expert report and testimony of Ronald J. Panunto, P.E.,

C.F.E.I., C.F.C. in support of its claims.  (See Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1).  Mr.

Panunto earned a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering from Drexel

University and is a registered professional engineer in Pennsylvania, New York,

New Jersey, North Carolina, Delaware, and Connecticut.  (See Doc. 71-4, Ex. 4).  He

is a senior member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and a

Certified Fire and Explosion Investigator with the National Association of Fire

Investigators.  (Id.)  Mr. Panunto has previously held positions as a Field

Engineering and Substation Design Branch Manager at PECO Energy and as a

Project Manager at Gannett Fleming, Inc.  (Id.)  Currently, Mr. Panunto is the

President of Dawson Engineering, an electrical design and forensic engineering

company.  (Id.; Doc. 59-2, Ex. 2, Panunto Dep. 5:22-7:6, Dec. 19, 2013; Doc. 71-3, Ex.

3, Panunto Dep. 5:22-7:6, Dec. 19, 2013).  As a forensic engineer, Mr. Panunto has
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investigated or provided testimony in approximately 226 cases during the past five

years.  (Panunto Dep. 12:2-14:2).  Significantly, Mr. Panunto has over 40 years of

experience in the field of electrical utility and power system engineering.  (See Doc.

71-4, Ex. 4).  

In his expert report, Mr. Panunto opines that Met-Ed did not adequately

maintain trees and tree branches along the 720 distribution line as required by Rule

218 of the National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”) and the Pennsylvania Public

Utility Commission (“PPUC”).  (Doc. 59 ¶ 11; Doc. 71 ¶ 11; see also Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at

4; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 4).  As a result of inadequate vegetation management, Met-Ed’s

customers, including Ms. Sonnen, suffered many power outages prior to the

electrical fire at issue.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 11; Doc. 71 ¶ 11; see also Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 4; Doc.

71-1, Ex. 1 at 4).  These repeated power outages caused repeated high-voltage

transients, which in turn caused accelerated wear and eventual failure of the main

circuit breaker in Ms. Sonnen’s electrical panel.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 11; Doc. 71 ¶ 11; see also

Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 5).  Despite Met-Ed’s awareness of customer

complaints and repeated power outages on the 720 distribution line, Met-Ed did not

perform necessary vegetation management to troubleshoot the problem.  (Doc. 59

¶ 11; Doc. 71 ¶ 11; see also Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 5).  

Mr. Panunto concludes that, on November 17, 2010, a power outage and

resultant high-voltage transients (due to vegetation contact) caused the electrical

failure at the main circuit breaker in Ms. Sonnen’s electrical panel.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 11;

Doc. 71 ¶ 11; see also Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 5).  Specifically, the

4
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high-voltage transients caused the main circuit breaker to flash over and electric

arcing ignited the insulation on the electrical panel’s wiring.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 11; Doc. 71

¶ 11; see also Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 5). 

Met-Ed and Schneider filed motions for summary judgment on January 13,

2014.  (Docs. 58, 61).  As part and parcel of its motion for summary judgment, Met-

Ed moves in limine to exclude the expert testimony of Mr. Panunto.   (Doc. 56). 1

Met-Ed argues that USAA cannot meet its burden of proof as to the negligence

claim because Mr. Panunto’s expert opinions are not sufficiently reliable under

Federal Rule of Evidence 702 to constitute admissible evidence.  (Doc. 60 at 4-9). 

Thus, as a threshold issue, the court must determine whether Mr. Panunto’s

testimony and report are admissible.  Thereafter, the court will address Met-Ed’s

motion for summary judgment. 

II. Legal Standard

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56, summary judgment is appropriate

only when “there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact,” and the moving

party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.  FED. R. CIV. P. 56(a).  A factual

dispute is material if it might affect the outcome of the action under applicable law,

and it is genuine only if there is a sufficient evidentiary basis that would allow a

 On January 27, 2013, USAA filed a motion to strike the motion in limine and1

related portions of the motion for summary judgment as untimely.  (Doc. 65).  The
court denied the motion to strike for the reasons set forth in the court’s order dated
February 4, 2014 (Doc. 73) and, accordingly, the court will not revisit USAA’s
arguments here.  (See Doc. 71 ¶ 13).

5
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reasonable factfinder to return a verdict for the non-moving party.  Anderson v.

Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248-49 (1986).  

The burden of proof is upon the non-moving party to come forth with

“affirmative evidence, beyond the allegations of the pleadings,” in support of its

right to relief.  Pappas v. City of Lebanon, 331 F. Supp. 2d 311, 315 (M.D. Pa. 2004);

see also Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-23 (1986).  “Such affirmative

evidence—regardless of whether it is direct or circumstantial—must amount to

more than a scintilla, but may amount to less (in the evaluation of the court) than a

preponderance.”  Saldana v. Kmart Corp., 260 F.3d 228, 231-32 (3d Cir. 2001)

(quoting Williams v. Borough of West Chester, 891 F.2d 458, 460-61 (3d Cir. 1989)). 

This evidence must be adequate, as a matter of law, to sustain a judgment in favor

of the non-moving party on the claims.  See Anderson, 477 U.S. at 250-57;

Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 587-89 (1986); see

also FED. R. CIV. P. 56(c), (e). Only if this threshold is met may the cause of action

proceed.  Pappas, 331 F. Supp. 2d at 315. 

“A party may object that the material cited to support or dispute a fact

cannot be presented in a form that would be admissible in evidence.”  FED. R. CIV.

P. 56(c)(2).  When there is a proper challenge to the admissibility of evidence, such

as a motion in limine to exclude expert testimony, the party offering the expert

bears the burden of establishing the admissibility of such expert’s testimony and

report by a preponderance of the evidence.  See Burke v. TransAm Trucking, Inc.,

617 F. Supp. 2d 327, 331 (M.D. Pa. 2009); see also In re Paoli R.R. Yard PCB Litig.

6
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(“Paoli II”), 35 F.3d 717, 744-46 (3d Cir. 1994).  

Admissibility of expert testimony is a question of law governed by Federal

Rule of Evidence 702.  See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 588-

89 (1993).  Trial courts must act as gatekeepers to “ensure that any and all scientific

testimony or evidence admitted is . . . reliable.”  Id. at 589.  Rule 702 provides that:

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience,
training, or education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise
if: (a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will
help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in
issue; (b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; © the
testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and (d) the
expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the
case.

FED. R. EVID. 702.  The Third Circuit has explained that Rule 702 sets forth three

separate restrictions on the admission of expert testimony: qualification, reliability,

and fit.  Schneider ex rel. Estate of Schneider v. Fried, 320 F.3d 396, 404 (3d Cir.

2003).  Rule 702 embraces a “liberal policy of admissibility,” pursuant to which it is

preferable to admit any evidence that may assist the trier of fact.  Pineda v. Ford

Motor Co., 520 F.3d 237, 243 (3d Cir. 2008) (quoting Kannankeril v. Terminix Int’l,

Inc., 128 F.3d 802, 806 (3d Cir. 1997)).

III. Discussion

In the instant motions, Met-Ed raises four main issues for the court’s

consideration.  First, Met-Ed requests that the court strike Mr. Panunto’s

supporting affidavit and deposition errata sheet under the sham affidavit doctrine. 

(Doc. 74 at 3-7).  Second, Met-Ed argues that USAA may not rely on Mr. Panunto’s

7
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expert opinion testimony because he is not qualified to give such opinions and his

opinions are neither reliable nor relevant.  (See Doc. 57).  Third, Met-Ed contends

that, even if Mr. Panunto’s opinions are admissible, Rule 24 of Met-Ed’s Electric

Service Tariff  (the “Tariff”) limits MetEd’s liability for claims arising from a2

customer’s electrical equipment and therefore bars the negligence claim.  (Id. at 10-

11).  Finally, Met-Ed asserts that USAA lacks adequate evidence to sustain the

willful or wanton misconduct claim, thereby limiting Met-Ed’s liability to $500

under Rule 24 of the Tariff and depriving the court of subject-matter jurisdiction.  3

(Id. at 11-13).  The court will address each issue seriatim.

A. Sham Affidavit Doctrine

Met-Ed moves to strike Mr. Panunto’s affidavit and errata sheet, which

USAA submitted in opposition to the motion in limine and motion for summary

judgment, under the sham affidavit doctrine.  (Doc. 74 at 3-7; see Doc. 64-4, Ex. C;

Doc. 64-5, Ex. D; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2).  “A sham affidavit is a contradictory affidavit that

indicates only that the affiant cannot maintain a consistent story or is willing to

offer a statement solely for the purpose of defeating summary judgment.  A sham

 A tariff is a set of operating rules imposed by the Commonwealth that a2

public utility must follow in order to provide services to customers.  PPL Elec.
Utilities Corp. v. Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 912 A.2d 386, 402 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2006). 
Public utility tariffs have the force and effect of law, and tariffs are binding on both
the utility and customer.  Id.  

 In its opposition to the instant motion, USAA concedes its willful3

misconduct claim and pursues only a claim for wanton misconduct.  (Doc. 72 at 10;
see also Doc. 75 at 6).

8
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affidavit cannot raise a genuine issue of fact because it is merely a variance from

earlier deposition testimony, and therefore no reasonable jury could rely on it to

find for the nonmovant.”  Jiminez v. All Am. Rathskeller, Inc., 503 F.3d 247, 253 (3d

Cir. 2007).  When it is clear that an affidavit is offered solely for the purpose of

defeating summary judgment, the court may disregard the contradictory affidavit. 

Id.; Baer v. Chase, 392 F.3d 609, 624 (3d Cir. 2004); see also EBC, Inc. v. Clark Bldg.

Sys., Inc., 618 F.3d 253, 267-71 (3d Cir. 2010) (applying sham affidavit doctrine to

deposition errata sheet).  

However, if the proponent offers a satisfactory explanation for contradictory

statements or independent evidence in the record to corroborate the affidavit,

courts generally refuse to disregard the affidavit.  See Jiminez, 503 F.3d at 254;

Rossi v. All Holding Co., Inc., No. 3:CV-11-1641, 2014 WL 346934, at *6-7 (M.D. Pa.

Jan. 30, 2014).  Disregarding statements in an affidavit or errata sheet is appropriate

only on “clear and extreme facts;” that is, when the affidavit is “flatly

contradictory” to the prior testimony.  Coleman v. Cerski, No. 3:04-CV-1423, 2007

WL 2908266, at *5 (M.D. Pa. Oct. 4, 2007) (citing Videon Chevrolet, Inc. v. Gen.

Motors Corp., 992 F.2d 482, 488 (3d Cir. 1993)). 

In the case sub judice, Mr. Panunto’s statements do not flatly contradict his

deposition testimony.  Rather, his declarations are better characterized as

elaborating upon his deposition testimony.  In paragraph 8 of the affidavit, Mr.

Panunto attests that “[m]ultiple voltage transients were occurring on the electrical

lines sufficient to cause the breakdown of the main circuit breaker.”  (Doc. 64-4, Ex.

9
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C at 2; Ex. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2).  In his deposition, Mr. Panunto testified that “under

most cases the transients that the electric company produces are not sufficiently

powerful or sufficiently high voltage to cause the breakdown of the breakers.” 

(Panunto Dep. 65:17-20).  However, circuit breakers are designed to handle

transients “only up to a certain extent.”  (Panunto Dep. 62:24-66:3).  Mr. Panunto

further stated that 24 breaker trips in the two years prior to the fire was “terrible

power quality” and caused “sustained trauma” on Ms. Sonnen’s electrical

equipment.  (Panunto Dep. 72:5-11).  Viewed in this context, Mr. Panunto’s affidavit

is consistent with his cumulative deposition testimony.

In paragraph 6 of his affidavit, Mr. Panunto reiterates his opinion that Met-

Ed failed to keep its 720 distribution line free from tree contact despite its

awareness of a long history of outages related to tree contact.  (Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 2;

Ex. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2).  Met-Ed narrowly focuses on a single statement in Panunto’s

deposition, in which he stated “we don’t know why the breaker tripped.”  (Doc. 74

at 5 (citing Panunto Dep. 75:4-5)).  In context, Mr. Panunto acknowledged that there

is no direct evidence as to the cause of the breaker tripping; however, he testified

that, based on his personal experience, industry knowledge and Met-Ed’s internal

records, the most likely cause of the breaker tripping and power outage was

vegetation contact.  (Panunto Dep. 85:22-87:14; see also Doc. 64-5, Ex. D).

Mr. Panunto further attests that “the area around Ms. Sonnen’s home and

the 720 distribution line is a tree-filled area with above-ground electrical lines.” 

(Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3).  Met-Ed cites a contradiction with Mr.

10
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Panunto’s testimony that he did not drive along the distribution line to evaluate

vegetation management.  (Panunto Dep. 81:19-83:12, 95:11-14).  Upon review of the

affidavit, it is clear that this statement merely establishes the parameters of Mr.

Panunto’s personal observations and photographic record from his investigation of

Ms. Sonnen’s home.  (See Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 2-3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2-3).

Lastly, Met-Ed asserts that Mr. Panunto raises the phenomenon of arc-

tracking for the first time in his affidavit in order to explain the gap between the

reclosing of the circuit breaker and the initial report of the fire.  (Doc. 74 at 6). 

However, Mr. Panunto opined that arc-tracking ultimately caused the electrical fire

in both his report and deposition.  (Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 4-5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 4-5;

Panunto Dep. 72:19-21).  He was simply never asked to explain or given an

opportunity to explain his opinion during the course of his deposition. 

The court finds no indication that USAA submitted the affidavit or

completed the errata sheet in bad faith.   In the errata sheet, Mr. Panunto4

maintains that he is not an expert in vegetation management, but clarifies that his

line management experience included assessments of vegetation management. 

 Met-Ed avers that the timing of the affidavit and errata sheet are suspect4

because both documents were filed in response to the motion in limine.  (Doc. 74 at
4, 6-7).  This argument is unavailing.  It is well-established that a party may use a
supporting affidavit to elaborate upon, explain, or clarify prior testimony elicited by
opposing counsel in deposition.  See, e.g., Grosso v. UPMC, 857 F. Supp. 2d 517, 523
n.5 (W.D. Pa. 2012); Lytle v. Capital Area Intermediate Unit, No. 1:05-CV-0133, 2009
WL 82483, at *2 (M.D. Pa. Jan. 9, 2009).  Moreover, Med-Ed took the deposition of
Mr. Panunto on December 19, 2013.  (Doc. 59 ¶ 12; Doc. 71 ¶ 12).  Assuming USAA
received the deposition transcript on the same day, USAA completed the errata
sheet within 30 days on January 16, 2014.  (See Doc. 64-5, Ex. D).

11
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(Doc. 64-5, Ex. D).  Consistent with his expert report and deposition testimony, Mr.

Panunto also elaborated upon the basis for his opinion that vegetation contact

caused the power outage on November 17, 2010.  (Id.; Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 1-3; Doc.

71-1, Ex. 1 at 1-3; Panunto Dep. 23:14-25).  Because no statement is “flatly

contradictory” to prior deposition testimony, the court declines to strike Mr.

Panunto’s affidavit and errata sheet. 

B. Motion in limine

In its motion in limine, Met-Ed challenges Mr. Panunto’s expert testimony on

the basis of his qualifications, as well as the reliability and, therefore, the relevance 

of his opinions.  (See Doc. 57).  Hence, the court will address each Rule 702

requirement.5

i. Qualifications

To qualify as an expert, “Rule 702 requires the witness to have ‘specialized

knowledge’ regarding the area of testimony.”  Betterbox Commc’ns Ltd. v. BB

Techs., Inc., 300 F.3d 325, 335 (3d Cir. 2002) (quoting Waldorf v. Shuta, 142 F.3d 601,

 The court will not hold a Daubert hearing on the motion in limine to5

exclude the testimony of Mr. Panunto.  The decision “to hold [a Daubert hearing]
rests in the sound discretion of the district court” and, as noted by the Third
Circuit, a Daubert hearing is not always required.  Padillas v. Stork–Gamco, Inc.,
186 F.3d 412, 418 (3d Cir. 1999).  There is a full record before the court on the issue
of admissibility, including Mr. Panunto’s expert report, deposition, and affidavit. 
Nothing more is required for a court to determine the admissibility of an expert
witness.  See Oddi v. Ford Motor Co., 234 F.3d 136, 154 (3d Cir. 2000) (upholding
district court’s decision to deny a Daubert hearing where the court “already had
before it the depositions and affidavits of the plaintiff’s experts”); States v.
Fernwood Hotel & Resort, No. 12-0906, 2014 WL 198568, at *1 (M.D. Pa. Jan. 15,
2014).

12
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625 (3d Cir. 1998)).  The Third Circuit has instructed courts to interpret the

qualification requirement “liberally” and not to insist on a particular degree or

background when evaluating the qualifications of an expert.  Waldorf, 142 F.3d at

625.  “The language of Rule 702 and the accompanying advisory committee notes

make clear that various kinds of ‘knowledge, skill, experience, training, or

education,’ qualify an expert as such.”  In re Paoli R.R. Yard PCB Litig. (“Paoli I” ),

916 F.2d 829, 855 (3d Cir. 1990) (quoting FED. R. EVID. 702).  

“This liberal policy of admissibility extends to the substantive as well as the

formal qualifications of experts.”  Pineda, 520 F.3d at 244.  Thus, the court has

“eschewed imposing overly rigorous requirements of expertise and [has] been

satisfied with more generalized qualifications.”  In re Paoli II, 35 F.3d at 741.  “It is

an abuse of discretion to exclude testimony simply because the trial court does not

deem the proposed expert to be the best qualified or because the proposed expert

does not have the specialization that the court considers most appropriate.” 

Pineda, 520 F.3d at 244 (quoting Holbrook v. Lykes Bros. S.S. Co., 80 F.3d 777, 782

(3d Cir. 1996)).

In the instant motion in limine, Met-Ed argues that Mr. Panunto’s opinions

regarding the breach of a duty of care are necessarily based on expertise in

vegetation management.  (Doc. 57 at 5-7).  However, Mr. Panunto is not qualified to

offer such opinions because he admitted in his deposition that he has no special

training or specific expertise in vegetation management.  (Id. at 6).  The court finds

this argument unpersuasive.  

13
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In its expert disclosures, USAA designated Mr. Panunto as an electrical

engineering, electric utility, and forensic fire causation expert to opine on the

standards of care for electric utilities and breach thereof, as well as the cause of the

electrical fire.  (Doc. 64-1 at 5; Doc. 64-2, Ex. A; Doc. 71-6, Ex. 6).  USAA relied

principally upon Mr. Panunto’s over 40 years of experience in line management,

and most assuredly did not retain Mr. Panunto solely to evaluate vegetation

management.  (Doc. 64-1 at 5-6; Doc. 64-3, Ex. B; Doc. 71-4, Ex. 4).  In his capacity as

a forensic engineer, Mr. Panunto has investigated and testified in numerous cases

involving inadequate tree trimming resulting in outages, electric shock to persons,

and death.  (Doc. 64-1 at 6; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 2; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2).  As a result,

Mr. Panunto has become familiar with both state and national guidelines for

vegetation management related to distribution and transmission lines.  (Doc. 64-1 at

6; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 2; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2).  

Accordingly, the court finds that Mr. Panunto need not be a substantive

expert in vegetation management; his expertise in the electric utility industry is

more than sufficient to opine on the breach of a duty of care and likely cause of the

electrical fire in Ms. Sonnen’s home.  Any further deficiencies in Mr. Panunto’s

qualifications, such as the lack of specialized training in vegetation management,

goes to the weight of his testimony rather than its admissibility.  Therefore, Mr.

Panunto satisfies Rule 702's liberal qualification requirement.  

14
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ii. Reliability

Met-Ed also contests the reliability of Mr. Panunto’s proposed testimony. 

(Doc. 57 at 8-13).  Expert testimony is “reliable” when it is based upon sound

methodology and technique.  In re Paoli II, 35 F.3d at 742.  The touchstone is

whether the expert’s methodology is “sufficiently reliable so that it will aid the jury

in reaching accurate results.”  Id. at 744 (internal quotation omitted).  Notably,

“[t]he evidentiary requirement of reliability is lower than the merits standard of

correctness.”  Id.  “As long as an expert’s scientific testimony rests upon ‘good

grounds, based on what is known,’ it should be tested by the adversary

process—competing expert testimony and active cross-examination—rather than

excluded from jurors’ scrutiny for fear that they will not grasp its complexities or

satisfactorily weigh its inadequacies.”  United States v. Mitchell, 365 F.3d 215, 244

(3d Cir. 2004) (quoting Ruiz-Troche v. Pepsi Cola of P.R. Bottling Co., 161 F.3d 77,

85 (1st Cir. 1998)); Kannankeril, 128 F.3d at 806 (“Admissibility decisions focus on

the expert’s methods and reasoning; credibility decisions arise after admissibility

has been determined”).

The Third Circuit has enumerated several factors to guide the court’s

reliability inquiry:

(1) whether a method consists of a testable hypothesis; (2) whether the
method has been subject to peer review; (3) the known or potential rate
of error; (4) the existence and maintenance of standards controlling the
technique’s operation; (5) whether the method is generally accepted; (6)
the relationship of the technique to methods which have been established 
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to be reliable; (7) the qualifications of the expert witness testifying based 
on the methodology; and (8) the non-judicial uses to which the method
has been put.

Pineda, 520 F.3d at 248 (citing In re Paoli II, 35 F.3d at 742 n.8).  This list of factors is

a “convenient starting point,” but is “neither exhaustive nor applicable in every

case.”  Kannankeril, 128 F.3d at 806-07.  In some cases, the relevant reliability

concerns “may focus upon personal knowledge or experience,” rather than

“scientific foundations.”  Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 150 (1999);

see also States, 2014 WL 198568, at *3 (holding that expert’s practical and

specialized experience rendered his opinions sufficiently reliable despite a lack of a

scientific hypothesis or testable theory).  Accordingly, the Rule 702 reliability 

inquiry is a flexible one, and the factors considered must be tied to the facts of the

case.  Kumho Tire Co., 526 U.S. at 141.

On January 11, 2011, Mr. Panunto conducted an independent fire

investigation at the scene of the electrical fire in accordance with National Fire

Protection Association 921 Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations.   (Doc. 59-1,6

Ex. 1 at 1; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 1; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3).  Mr.

Panunto began with an external inspection and made a contemporaneous

photographic record of the electric service entering Ms. Sonnen’s basement. 

 Numerous courts have recognized NFPA 921 as reliable for purposes of6

Rule 702.  See, e.g., Hoang v. Funai Corp., Inc., 652 F. Supp. 2d 564 (M.D. Pa. 2009);
Booth v. Black & Decker, Inc., 166 F. Supp. 2d 215, 220 (E.D. Pa. 2001); United
States v. Zhou, Crim. A. No. 06-286, 2008 WL 4067103, *5 (D.N.J. Aug. 25, 2008)
(citing Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co. v. Canon U.S.A., Inc., 394 F.3d 1054, 1057-58 (8th
Cir. 2005).
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(Panunto Dep. 20:10-24; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3).  He then

received a briefing from the fire marshal, who stated that the fire started inside the

distribution panel at the main circuit breaker right below the kitchen and burned

up through the kitchen floor.  (Panunto Dep. 22:11-23:4; see also Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at

2; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 2).  The fire marshal also indicated that there were strong,

gusty winds on the day of the fire and that lights had been blinking on and off in the

neighborhood, suggesting that a power surge impacted the circuit breaker. 

(Panunto Dep. 23:18-25; see also Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 1-2; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 1-2).  

Mr. Panunto continued his inspection from the outside to the inside of the

house, and from the least damaged to most damaged areas of the house in order to

identify the source of the fire.  (Panunto Dep. 29:8-11, 30:3-31:21; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at

3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3).  Mr. Panunto inspected all other electrical devices to

eliminate them as the cause of the fire.  (Panunto Dep. 28:12-31-2; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C

at 3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3).  After identifying the distribution panel in the basement

as the origin of the fire, Mr. Panunto proceeded to examine all of the electrical work

around the distribution panel.  (Panunto Dep. 35:2-39:11; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 3; Doc.

71-2, Ex. 2 at 3).  Upon agreement of the parties, Mr. Panunto retained the electric

service cable and distribution panel for further investigation.  (Panunto Dep. 39:6-

41:10).  

On November 8, 2012, Mr. Panunto and the other relevant parties dissected

and examined the retained evidence in Mr. Panunto’s laboratory.  (Doc. 64-4, Ex. C

at 3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3).  During the investigation, Mr. Panunto did not find any
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indication that there was a defect in the main circuit breaker or that any water

damage or dirt accumulation caused a deterioration of the panel.  (Panunto Dep.

58:20-62:9; 88:13-90:24; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 2, 4; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2, 4).  Mr. Panunto

used the police and fire department reports, witness statements, and Met-Ed’s

internal records to deduce that vegetation contacted the distribution line on

November 17, 2010 as a result of high winds and inadequate tree trimming. 

(Panunto Dep. 67:13-68:4; Doc. 64-4, Ex. C at 3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3; Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1

at 3; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 3).  This vegetation contact caused the tripping of the

Zionsview substation breaker.  (Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 3; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 3).  As a

result of a seven-second power outage, high-voltage transients initiated arc-tracking

at the main circuit breaker in Ms. Sonnen’s home and caused the electrical fire.  

(Panunto Dep. 71:17-72:21; 95:5-99:21; Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc.

64-4, Ex. C at 3; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3). 

The court notes that Met-Ed does not challenge the method by which Mr.

Panunto conducted his investigation.  (Doc. 74 at 9).  Rather, Met-Ed argues that

Mr. Panunto’s opinions do not reliably flow from the known facts.  (Doc. 57 at 9-13;

Doc. 74 at 9).  In particular, Met-Ed challenges Mr. Panunto’s conclusion that

vegetation contact caused the tripping of the Zionsview substation breaker despite

the absence of any direct evidence of vegetation contact, and the occurrence of

electrical transients sufficient to cause a breakdown of electrical equipment.  (Doc.

74 at 9).  Even if vegetation contact occurred, Mr. Panunto merely offers subjective

opinions on the adequacy of Met-Ed’s vegetation management.  (Id.)  
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Met-Ed primarily relies upon Buzzerd v. Flagship Carwash of Port St. Lucis,

Inc., 669 F. Supp. 2d 514 (M.D. Pa. 2009), aff’d, 397 F. App’x 797 (3d Cir. 2010).  In

that case, the court found that the first expert did not possess proper qualifications

or offer any methodology for his opinions on the relevant issue in the case, and the

second expert ignored his own scientific data to reach his conclusions.  Id. at 522-30. 

Both experts’ opinions were thus “based on speculation, and [were] not the product

of a reliable methodology.”  Id. at 524.  Buzzerd is distinguishable from this case.  

Unlike Buzzerd, Mr. Panunto is not offering a mere theory on the issues of

breach of duty and causation.  Mr. Panunto conducted a thorough and methodical

investigation to eliminate other potential causes of the electrical fire, such as

equipment defect and environmental factors.  He used circumstantial record

evidence showing a high likelihood of vegetation contact with the 720 distribution

line to conclude that such contact initiated a power outage and high-voltage

transients, which caused the fire in Ms. Sonnen’s electrical equipment.  

On December 19, 2013, Met-Ed deposed Mr. Panunto, in which Mr. Panunto

elaborated upon his opinions regarding breach of a duty of care and causation.  Mr.

Panunto noted that, in the two years preceding the fire, the circuit breaker at the

Zionsview substation tripped 24 times.  (Panunto Dep. 96:14-17).  Met-Ed’s internal

records indicate that many of those outages were caused by windy conditions,

leading to an inference of vegetation contact.  (Panunto Dep. 67:22-68:12, 87:10-23;

see also Doc. 64-5, Ex. D).  Mr. Panunto also relied upon his own experience and

industry peer-reviewed materials to conclude that vegetation contact with the 720
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distribution line most likely caused the seven-second power outage.  (Panunto Dep.

85:22-87:4).  Mr. Panunto explained that it is well-established in the electric utility

industry that “probably 90 percent of all distribution line outages are caused by

vegetation.”  (Panunto Dep. 86:9-11; 95:5-22).  “[I]f we’ve had this many outages

over the past few years[,] . . . there has to be a problem with the vegetation

management.”  (Panunto Dep. 99:19-21).  

Mr. Panunto next opined that the repeated power outages triggered repeated

high-voltage transients, thus causing accelerated wear and eventual failure of the

main circuit breaker.  (Panunto Dep. 96:23-97:2).  In his report, Mr. Panunto cited to

peer-reviewed materials regarding the negative effects of breaker trips and high-

voltage transients on electrical equipment.  (Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 3-4; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1

at 3-4).  Mr. Panunto acknowledges that Met-Ed did not maintain any

instrumentation on the 720 distribution line to measure the precise levels of the

transients from each breaker trip.  (Panunto Dep. 97:3-13).  Nevertheless, Mr.

Panunto testified that the electrical system was not designed to handle high-voltage

transients on such a frequent basis.  (Panunto Dep. 72:4-11).  

Upon a review of the record, the court finds that “there is not such a great

gap between the data and the conclusion reached to render [the expert’s] opinion

unreliable.”  Hoang, 652 F. Supp. 2d at 574.  The court will not exclude Mr.

Panunto’s opinions simply because there is no direct evidence of vegetation contact

or concrete measurements of the voltage transients on the 720 distribution line.  Mr.

Panunto’s opinions are consistent with his personal and practical experience, the
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reasonable inferences from Met-Ed’s internal records of power outages, and peer-

reviewed material on the impact of such outages.  Thus, Mr. Panunto meets the

reliability standard under Rule 702.

iii. Fit

The third prong of the Rule 702 inquiry requires that the expert testimony

“fit” by assisting the trier of fact.  Oddi, 234 F.3d at 145.  Admissibility under the fit

standard depends in part on the proffered connection between the expert’s

investigation results and the factual disputes in the case.  See In re Paoli II, 35 F.3d

at 843.  The instant case turns on whether Met-Ed breached a duty of care to supply

safe and reliable electrical service and thereby caused the electrical fire.  Mr.

Panunto’s opinions that inadequate vegetation management caused a pattern of

power outages and high-voltage transients that eventually started the fire in Ms.

Sonnen’s home are clearly relevant to the issue of negligence.  Therefore, the court

concludes that Mr. Panunto’s expert report and testimony will assist the jury in

deciding the case and the court will deny the motion in limine.

C. Motion for Summary Judgment

i. Negligence Claim

Met-Ed’s motion for summary judgment centers upon the argument that

USAA lacks adequate evidence to establish the breach of duty and causation

elements of a negligence claim without Mr. Panunto’s expert testimony.  (Doc. 60 at

4-9).  Given the court’s conclusion that Mr. Panunto’s expert testimony is 
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admissible, the court must assess whether there is adequate evidence as a matter of

law to preclude summary judgment on the negligence claim.

Under Pennsylvania law, a plaintiff must demonstrate each of the following

factors for a negligence claim: (1) a duty or obligation recognized by the law,

requiring the actor to conform to a certain standard of conduct; (2) a failure to

conform to the standard required; (3) a causal connection between the conduct and

the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss or damage resulting to the interests of

another.  Thomas ex rel. Thomas v. Staples, Inc., No. 09-3771, __ F. Supp. 2d __,

2014 WL 882671, at *9 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 6, 2014) (citing Morena v. South Hills Health

Sys., 462 A.2d 680, 684 n.5 (Pa. 1983)); R.W. v. Manzek, 888 A.2d 740, 746 (Pa. 2005). 

The parties do not dispute that Met-Ed faces a legally cognizable duty to

provide safe and reliable electric service.  (See Doc. 71-7, Ex. 7 at 10).  The NESC

establishes the relevant standard of care for electrical utilities and is incorporated

into Met-Ed’s Tariff.  (Doc. 71-13, Salver Dep. 27:4-31:14, Apr. 12, 2013; Doc. 59-3,

Ex. 3; Doc. 72 at 4).  In particular, Rule 218 of the NESC provides that “[v]egetation

that may damage ungrounded supply conductors should be pruned or removed.”

(Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2; Doc. 72 at 4).  Met-Ed recognizes its duty on its website and

informs its customers that, “[t]o provide safe and reliable electric service for our

customers, trees must be properly maintained and kept clear of electric power

lines.”  (Doc. 71-7, Ex. 7 at 14).   

USAA relies on Mr. Panunto’s expert report and testimony to establish Met-

Ed’s breach of the duty of care.  (Doc. 72 at 5-6).  In his expert report, Mr. Panunto
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opined that Met-Ed breached its duty of care when it failed to properly manage

vegetation contact with the 720 distribution line.  (Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc. 71-1,

Ex. 1 at 5).  As previously discussed, the evidence of such breach stems from a

history of power outages in the two years preceding the electrical fire in Ms.

Sonnen’s home.  (See Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2-3).  Based upon his experience and

industry knowledge, Mr. Panunto concluded that the explanation for such frequent

power outages and the outage at issue is vegetation contact.  (Id.)  Met-Ed’s own

records indicate that many of the power outages occurred in stormy or windy

conditions.  (See Salver Dep., Ex. 1).  In fact, on November 17, 2010, Met-Ed

recorded windy conditions in excess of 45 mph next to the entry for the 12:57 p.m.

power outage.  (Id.)  The fire marshal also informed Mr. Panunto that there were

strong, gusty winds, causing the lights in the area to flicker.  (Panunto Dep. 23:18-

25; Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 1-2; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 1-2).  Lastly, Ms. Sonnen’s neighbor,

Jessica Ballew, estimated up to 60 power interruptions in approximately 11 years

and testified that Ms. Sonnen’s brother, Edwin Clemens, often helped manage

vegetation contact on her electric lines.  (Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 4; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 4;

Doc. 11-11, Ex. 9, Ballew Dep. 7:20-25, 19:19-20:23, 27:3-14, May 8, 2013). 

In response, Met-Ed argues that USAA must establish not only vegetation

contact, but that the vegetation contact was the result of inadequate vegetation

management.  (Doc. 75 at 2).  Met-Ed notes that Mr. Panunto found Met-Ed’s

vegetation management plan to be approved by the PPUC and in compliance with

the NESC.  (Doc. 60 at 6-7; Doc. 75 at 4).  This argument is inapposite.  The
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existence of the vegetation management plan does not negate evidence of non-

compliance with the plan.  The court finds that summary judgment is inappropriate

because sufficient evidence exists to support a judgment in favor of USAA on the

issue of breach of the duty of care. 

With respect to causation, Mr. Panunto provided a detailed explanation of his

investigation and peer-reviewed materials to support his conclusion that frequent

power outages from vegetation contact triggered electrical transients that caused

accelerated wear and eventual failure of Ms. Sonnen’s electrical equipment.  (Doc.

59-1, Ex. 1 at 4-5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 4-5).  Based upon the expert opinion and the

record evidence, a reasonable jury could conclude that the power outage on

November 17, 2010 was the straw that broke the camel’s back.  The electrical

transients caused the main circuit breaker to flash over and initiate electric arcing,

thus igniting the electrical panel.  

The information on Met-Ed’s website also supports Mr. Panunto’s opinions

regarding the impact of electrical transients on electrical equipment.  Met-Ed warns

its customers that “the effect of power disturbances may range from instant

breakdown to more gradual deterioration over time.”  (Doc. 71-7, Ex. 7 at 17). 

Based upon this evidence, the court will deny Met-Ed’s motion for summary

judgment on the issue of causation.

ii. Rule 24 of the Tariff Bars Negligence Claim

Met-Ed also seeks summary judgment on USAA’s negligence claim on

grounds that Rule 24 of the Tariff limits Met-Ed’s liability for claims arising from
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defects with electrical wiring and equipment installed by its customers.  (Doc. 60 at

10-11).  Rule 24 provides, in relevant part, that: 

The Customer, by accepting service from the Company, assumes
responsibility for the safety and adequacy of the wiring and equipment
installed by the Customer.  The Customer agrees to indemnify and save
harmless the Company from any liability which may arise as a result of
the presence or use of the Company’s electric service or property, defects
in wiring or devices on the Customer’s premises, or the Customer’s
failure to comply with the National Electrical Code.  

(Doc. 59-3, Ex. 3).  

Met-Ed refers to Mr. Panunto’s report to establish that the cause of the

electrical fire was “accelerated wear and catastrophic deterioration of the main

circuit breaker in the Sonnen’s distribution panel.”  (Doc. 60 at 10-11 (quoting Doc.

59-1, Ex. 1 at 5)).  The report also stated that the main circuit breaker was a pre-

existing weak point on the electric system, which can prematurely age or

immediately flash over as a result of electric transients.  (Doc. 75 at 5-6 (citing Doc.

59-1, Ex. 1 at 3)).  Because Ms. Sonnen bears responsibility for the installation and

maintenance of her electrical equipment, Rule 24 bars the negligence claim.  (Doc.

60 at 10; Doc. 75 at 5; see also Panunto Dep. 66:7-17, 91:9-92:10). 

The court finds, however, that a genuine issue of material fact exists as to the

cause of the electrical fire.  Even though the main circuit breaker was the ultimate

cause of the fire, Mr. Panunto opined that Met-Ed’s inadequate vegetation

management caused accelerated wear and deterioration of the electrical equipment

in the first instance.  (Doc. 72 at 7).  Specifically, Mr. Panunto explained that the

circuit breakers serve to protect the electrical panel in the home up to a certain
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point.  (Panunto Dep. 62:24-66:3).  Ostensibly, Met-Ed should have installed

overcurrent fuses, which are weak links that isolate the source of an overcurrent, on

their distribution lines.  (Panunto Dep. 93:24-94:15).  Without such fuses, the

frequency of the power outages and electrical transients inflicted “sustained

trauma” on Ms. Sonnen’s electrical equipment.  (Panunto Dep. 72:5-11).  Mr.

Panunto further eliminated equipment defect and environmental factors, such as

dirt accumulation or water damage, as potential causes of the electrical fire. 

(Panunto Dep. 58:20-62:9, 88:4-90:24; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 2, 4).  Given the factual

dispute on the issue of causation, the court must submit the negligence claim to the

jury and deny the motion for summary judgment.7

iii. Wanton Misconduct

Lastly, Met-Ed moves for summary judgment on the claim for wanton

misconduct and asserts that the grant of summary judgment would deprive the

court of subject-matter jurisdiction.  (Doc. 60 at 11-13).  Without a willful or wanton

 USAA asserts that Rule 24 of the Tariff does not require Ms. Sonnen or her7

subrogee to indemnify Met-Ed under certain contract principles.  (Doc. 72 at 7-8). 
Because the court concludes that Rule 24 of the Tariff does not bar USAA’s claims,
the court need not consider this argument.
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misconduct claim, Rule 24 of the Tariff limits Met-Ed’s liability to $500,  precluding8

an amount in controversy in excess of $75,000 for diversity jurisdiction.  (Id. at 13).

In the amended complaint, USAA claims that Met-Ed’s failure to adequately

manage vegetation along the 720 distribution line with knowledge of unsafe

conditions constitutes wanton misconduct.  (Doc. 10 ¶¶ 19-20; see also Doc. 72 at 2). 

The Tariff, however, does not define a claim for wanton misconduct.  Under

Pennsylvania law, wanton misconduct means that the defendant has “intentionally

done an act of an unreasonable character, in disregard of a risk known to him or so

obvious that he must be taken to have been aware of it, and so great as to make it

highly probable that harm would follow.  It usually is accompanied by a conscious

indifference to the consequences.”  Evans v. Phila. Transp. Co., 212 A.2d 440, 443

(Pa. 1965) (citing PROSSER ON TORTS § 33 at 151 (2d ed. 1955)).  “[A]ctual prior

knowledge of the injured person’s peril need not be affirmatively established to

constitute wanton misconduct.”  Id. at 443-44 (emphasis in original).  “If the

[defendant] realizes or at least has knowledge of sufficient facts to cause a

 Paragraph 3 of Rule 24 provides that:8

[U]nless caused by willful and or wanton misconduct of the Company, the
liability of the Company to Customers or third parties for all injuries and
damages . . . caused by various interruptions in electrical supply, high or
low voltage, spikes, surges, single phasing, phase failure or reversal, stray
voltage, neutral to earth voltage, equipment failure or malfunction,
response time to electrical outages and emergencies . . . shall be limited
to Five Hundred Dollars ($500) for residential customers. . . .  

(Doc. 60 at 11; Doc. 59-3, Ex. 3).
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reasonable man to realize the existing peril for a sufficient period of time

beforehand to give him a reasonable opportunity to take means to avoid the

accident, then he is guilty of wanton misconduct if the [defendant] recklessly

disregards the existing danger.”  Id. at 444 (emphasis in original).  

Pennsylvania courts have adopted the definition of reckless set forth in

Section 500 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts.  Stubbs v. Frazer, 454 A.2d 119,

120 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1982).  A defendant is reckless when he “intentionally does an

act or fails to do ant act which it is his duty to the other to do, knowing or having

reason to know of facts which would lead a reasonable man to realize that the

[defendant’s] conduct not only creates an unreasonable risk of bodily harm to the

other but also involves a high degree of probability that substantial harm will result

to him.”  Evans, 212 A.2d at 444; see also Stubbs, 454 A.2d at 120-21 (citing

Restatement (Second) of the Law of Torts § 500 (1965)).  “If the conduct involves a

high degree of chance that serious harm will result, the fact that the [defendant]

knows or has reason to know that another person is within the range of its effect is

conclusive of his or her recklessness.”  Evans, 212 A.2d at 444 (quoting Restatement

(Second) of the Law of Torts § 500 cmt. d (1965)).  

Wanton misconduct is different from both negligence and willful misconduct. 

Negligence consists of “mere inadvertence, incompetence, unskillfulness, or a

failure to take precautions,” whereas recklessness or wanton misconduct requires a

“conscious choice of a course of action, either with knowledge of the serious danger

to others involved in it or with knowledge of facts which would disclose this danger
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to any reasonable man.”  Stubbs, 454 A.2d at 120-21 (quoting Restatement (Second)

of the Law of Torts § 500 cmt. g (1965)).  Willful misconduct goes a step beyond

wanton misconduct and exists when a defendant desires to bring about the result or

he is aware that it was substantially certain to ensue.  Saaybe v. Penn. Cent.

Transp. Co., 438 F. Supp. 65, 69 n.6 (E.D. Pa. 1977) (citing Evans, 212 A.2d at 443). 

The crucial issue in determining liability under any of the three categories is

whether or not the defendant had reason to know of the risk of harm created by his

conduct.  Id.  As a general rule, it is the role of the jury to determine the extent of a

defendant’s knowledge under the circumstances.  Id.; Evans, 212 A.2d at 445;

Stubbs, 454 A.2d at 121.

In the instant action, USAA relies upon Mr. Panunto’s expert opinions and

Met-Ed’s documentary evidence to establish a claim for wanton misconduct.  (Doc.

72 at 12).  On its website, Met-Ed reaffirms its duty to provide safe and reliable

electric service to its customers by conducting vegetation management.  “Keeping

our transmission and distribution rights-of-way free of incompatible trees and other

vegetation is key to ensuring reliable and safe electric service.  Trees are a leading

cause of electrical power outages.  In fact when trees and power lines touch it is a

very dangerous situation and may even be deadly to anyone in close proximity.” 

(Doc. 71-7, Ex. 7 at 12, 14).  Met-Ed also recognizes the effect of electrical

disturbances on electrical equipment within the home by stating that “the effect of

power disturbances may range from instant breakdown to more gradual

deterioration over time.”  (Id. at 17).
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A reasonable jury could find that Met-Ed recklessly ignored its duty to

provide safe and reliable electric service as well as the high risk of electrical

disturbances damaging its customers’ electrical equipment.  Met-Ed had sufficient

facts to investigate the issue of vegetation contact; indeed, it is undisputed that Met-

Ed recorded 24 power outages in just two years on a single distribution line.  (See

Salver Dep., Ex. 1).  Met-Ed was aware of probable vegetation contact from both

customer complaints and its own records of power outages on windy or stormy

days.  (Id.; Doc. 71-2, Ex. 2 at 3; Panunto Dep. 67:19-68:4; Doc. 64-5, Ex. D).  Despite

Met-Ed’s knowledge of the numerous power outages, Met-Ed did not perform

necessary vegetation management.  (Doc. 59-1, Ex. 1 at 5; Doc. 71-1, Ex. 1 at 5). 

Met-Ed counters that, in accordance with its vegetation management plan,

Met-Ed performed vegetation management on the 720 distribution line just one

year before the fire.  (Doc. 75 at 7).  Moreover, Ms. Ballew’s complaints did not

relate to the 720 distribution line and are therefore irrelevant to Met-Ed’s

knowledge.  (Doc. 60 at 12-13).  The court notes that neither argument contravenes

the evidence of Met-Ed’s failure to address numerous power outages on the 720

distribution line.  Therefore, the court finds that USAA proffers sufficient evidence

of Met-Ed’s knowledge of repeated vegetation contact and failure to act to survive

summary judgment.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
 
USAA CASUALTY INSURANCE  : NO.  1:12-CV-1178-CCC 
COMPANY a/s/o JOAN SONNEN, : 
 Plaintiff    : CIVIL ACTION – LAW 
      :  

v. :   
      : Honorable Christopher C. Conner 
METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY,:  
 Defendant/Third-party Plaintiff :  
      :  Electronically Filed 
  v.    : 
      : 
SQUARE D COMPANY and  : 
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC USA, INC., : 
 Additional Defendants/  : 
 Third-party Defendants  :  JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
  

MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE 
EXPERT TESTIMONY OF RONALD J. PANUNTO, P.E., C.F.E.I., C.F.C.  

FILED BY DEFENDANT, METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY 
 

 NOW COMES, Defendant, Metropolitan Edison Company, by and through its 

attorneys, Peters & Wasilefski, and moves this Court to exclude the proposed expert 

testimony of Ronald J. Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I., C.F.C., for the following reasons: 

 1. On June 20, 2012, Plaintiff, USAA Casualty Insurance Company as 

subrogee of Joan Sonnen (“USAA”) filed a four-count Complaint against Defendant, 

Metropolitan Edison Company (“Met-Ed”).   

 2. A First Amended Complaint was filed on August 1, 2012 asserting a cause 

of action alleging negligence and in a separate count alleging willful and wanton conduct.  

(Doc. 10).   

 3. Plaintiff alleges that the fire originated as a result of an electrical defect, 

malfunction, or fault or series thereof to electrical equipment and was caused by power 

surges and voltage imbalances.  (Doc. 10 at ¶¶ 9-10).   
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 4. In support of its claim, Plaintiff provided the expert report of Ronald J. 

Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I., C.F.C.  A true and correct copy of Mr. Panunto’s report is 

attached hereto as Exhibit “1”.   

 5. Mr. Panunto reaches the following conclusions: 

It is my opinion based on a reasonable degree of engineering and 
scientific certainty and industry standards that: 

 
1. Metropolitan Edison (First Energy) did not 

adequately maintain trees/tree branches along the 
route of the 720 distribution line as required by 
Rule 218 of the National Electrical Safety Code and 
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. 

 
2. Inadequate vegetation management by Metropolitan 

Edison led to many power outage for customers fed 
from this line, including Ms. Sonnen, prior to the 
fire at issue. 

 
3.  Repeated power outages caused repeated high-

voltage transients causing accelerated wear and 
catastrophic failure of the main circuit breaker in 
the Sonnen’s distribution panel. 

 
4. Metropolitan Edison (First Energy) was aware of 

the repeated power outages on the 720 Distribution 
line, and of complaints regarding vegetation 
management, and despite this knowledge failed to 
properly respond and perform necessary vegetation 
management to avoid the known problem of 
accelerated wear of the electrical equipment of its 
customers on that line. 

 
5. The power outages and resultant high-voltage 

transients from tree contact on November 17, 2010 
caused the electrical failure at the main circuit 
breaker in the Square D distribution panel. 

 
6. The fire occurred as a direct result of the outage-

caused, high-voltage transients that caused the main 
circuit breaker to flash over and the resulting 
electric arc to ignite the insulation on the panel’s 
wiring. 
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Exh. “1” at p. 5.   

 6. On December 19, 2013 Met-Ed took the deposition of Mr. Panunto.  The 

deposition transcript of Ronald J. Panunto (omitting the voluminous exhibits) is attached 

hereto as Exhibit “2”.   

 7. Met-Ed files this Motion in Limine to exclude the proposed expert 

testimony of Mr. Panunto because his testimony does not meet any of the requirements of 

Federal Rule of Evidence 702. 

 8. “Where, as here, a party challenges the admissibility of a proffered expert 

opinion, the trial court must inquire into: (1) the qualifications of the expert, (2) the 

reliability of the process or technique the expert used in formulating the opinion, and (3) 

the “fit” between the opinion and the facts in dispute.”  Buzzerd v. Flagship Carwash of 

Port St. Lucie, Inc., 669 F.Supp.2d 514, 519 (M.D. Pa. 2009). 

QUALIFICATIONS 

 9. “…[T]he expert's credentials must be assessed in the context of the issue 

on which the proponent of the expert testimony carries the burden of proof.”  Id. at 522.   

 10. Mr. Panunto’s opinions with regard to the breach of the standard of care 

are all based upon a necessary knowledge of and experience with vegetation management 

standards.  To wit, he opines that Met-Ed:  1. “did not adequately maintain trees/tree 

branches along the route of the power line”; 2. had “inadequate vegetation management”; 

and 4. “failed to properly respond and perform necessary vegetation management.”  Exh. 

“1” at p. 5.   11. At his deposition Mr. Panunto admitted that he has no expertise in 

vegetation management and was not even tasked with evaluating the vegetation 

management on this line: 
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Q.   Okay.  Well, let me ask you a little bit about that because I 
looked through your CV and you’re not an arborist, are 
you? 

 
A. No. 
 
Q. And you’re not a forester? 
 
A. No. 
 
Q. In fact, you have no training with regard to vegetation.  Am 

I correct? 
 
A. That’s correct. 
 
Q. And, in fact, I looked at your CV and even when you 

worked for an electric utility you were never assigned to a 
department that was responsible for vegetation 
maintenance.  Am I correct? 

 
A. You’re correct. 
 
Q. You do belong to an arboration, Arborators— 
 
A. Utilities Arboration (sic) Association. 
 
Q. Yea.  And that’s just an association I can join, correct? 
 
A. Yes, sir. 
 
Q. All I have to do is pay my fee? 
 
A. Yes, sir. 
 
Q. It doesn’t make you an expert in vegetation maintenance, 

does it? 
 
A. Not at all. 
 
Q. And, in fact, you’re not an expert in vegetation 

maintenance, are you? 
 
A. I am not. 
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Q. And it’s not—am I correct in this it’s not your function to 
evaluate the vegetation maintenance that was done on this 
line?  Am I correct? 

 
 Mr. Kirker:   Objection. 
 

The Deponent:   I have evaluated vegetation 
management. 

 
By Mr. Wasilefski: 
 
Q. I didn’t ask that.  I asked was it your function to evaluate 

the vegetation management on this line? 
 
A. Not specifically. 
 
Q. And, in fact, you didn’t, did you? 
 
 Mr. Kirker:  Objection. 
 
 The Deponent:  No. 
 
By Mr. Wasilefski: 
 
Q. No, you didn’t? 
 
A. I did not. 

 
Panunto Dep. at p. 84, ln. 2 to p. 85, ln. 21 [emphasis added].   

 12. As in Buzzerd, Mr. Panunto’s opinions and testimony as to an alleged 

breach of the standard of care by Met-Ed are not admissible because he is not qualified to 

render any expert opinions regarding vegetation management. 

RELIABILITY 

 13.  “Our Court of Appeals has identified the following non-exclusive list of 

eight factors pertaining to reliability, which may or may not be relevant depending upon 

the case: (1) whether a method consists of a testable hypothesis; (2) whether the method 

has been subject to peer review; (3) the known or potential rate of error; (4) the existence 
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and maintenance of standards controlling the technique's operation; (5) whether the 

method is generally accepted; (6) the relationship of the technique to methods which have 

been established to be reliable; (7) the qualifications of the expert witness testifying 

based on the methodology; and (8) the non-judicial uses to which the method has been 

put.”  Buzzerd, 669 F. Supp.2d at 523. 

 14. “It is one thing to draw logical inferences from facts, but quite another to 

make giant leaps to reach a conclusion that fits one's theory, especially where known 

facts make the leap improbable.”  Id. at 526.   

 15. Mr. Panunto does not identify any methodology upon which he bases his 

opinion.   

 16. His opinions, like the opinions of the experts in Buzzerd, do not reliably 

flow from the known facts and are, in fact, contrary to the known facts.   

 17. He admits that the breaker at the substation opened at 12:57 p.m. for seven 

seconds and then reclosed.  Id. at p. 77, ln. 7-14.  He testified that despite not having any 

evidence of a tree contacting the line on November 17, 2010 at 12:57 p.m. it is his 

opinion that a tree did contact the line causing the breaker to operate because that is most 

likely what happened.  Id. at p. 85, ln. 22 to p. 87, ln. 4.  Yet he admitted “…we don’t 

know why the breaker tripped.”  Id. at p. 75, ln. 4-5.   

 18. Mr. Panunto’s testimony is no different than the experts in Buzzerd who, 

despite having no evidence of dangerous levels of carbon monoxide in the passenger 

compartment of the truck, still opined that such dangerous levels were present.   

 19. When pressed as to why he believed that a fallen tree branch was most 

likely the cause of the operation of the breaker on November 17, 2010, he testified that 
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there was approximately one power outage per month in the two years preceding the fire 

and “if we’ve had this many outages over the past few years that there has to be a 

problem with the vegetation management.”  Id at p. 99, ln. 19-21.   

 20. He admitted that he has no evidence that any of the power outages in the 

two years leading up to the fire were caused by vegetation contacting the line.  Id. at p. 

76, ln. 2-7; p. 96, ln. 1-5.   

 21. Mr. Panunto stated his personal belief that anytime a branch contacts a 

power line it is because of deficient vegetation maintenance.  Id. at p. 83, ln. 13 to p. 84, 

ln. 1.   

 22. Mr. Panunto testified that he reviewed Met-Ed’s vegetation management 

plan and that it complied with the National Electrical Safety Code, was approved by the 

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, and that he did not find anything deficient with 

the plan.  Id. at p. 82, ln. 4-22.   

 23. He further acknowledged that the particular line servicing Plaintiff’s 

insured’s home had vegetation management performed approximately one year before the 

fire.  Id. at p. 82, ln. 23 to p. 83, ln. 1.   

 24. He admitted that he never visually inspected the length of the line for 

deficiencies in vegetation management.  Id. at p. 95, ln. 11-14.   

 25. Like the experts in Buzzerd, Mr. Panunto is rendering opinions which 

directly contradict facts he does not dispute. 

 26. With regard to his opinions on causation, they are invalid from the outset 

because they are based upon his completely unsupported belief that vegetation played a 

role in the events of November 17, 2010.  Id. at p. 87, ln. 24 to p. 88, ln. 3.   
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 27. He opines that repeated power outages caused repeated high voltage 

transients which caused excessive wear and catastrophic failure at the main breaker.  Exh. 

“1” at p. 5 (opinions 3, 5, and 6).   

 28. His opinion, however, is nothing more than a theory.  He states: 

Whenever a circuit breaker operates to de-energize or energize a 
distribution line it creates a voltage transient that travels along the 
line.  When these transients hit a weak point on the electric system 
then it can cause that weak point to prematurely age or to 
immediately flash over.  The transients can reach high magnitudes 
and depending on rise time, peak value, wave shape and frequency 
of occurrence the impact on power system components and 
customer equipment can be severe. 

 
Exh. “1” at p. 3 [emphasis added].   

 29. The question upon which Plaintiff carries the burden of proof is not 

whether deficient vegetation management can cause outages which can cause transients 

which can cause a weak point in the electric system to prematurely age or immediately 

flash over.  Instead, the question is whether it is probable that vegetation did contact the 

line because of deficient vegetation management and whether the outage did cause a 

transient which did cause a weak point in the electric system to prematurely age or 

immediately flash over.  Buzzerd, supra.  Mr. Panunto’s testimony demonstrates that he 

does not and cannot answer this question. 

 30. Mr. Panunto acknowledged that the opening and reclosing of a breaker is a 

normal operation of an electrical system when a fault occurs on the line.  Id. at p. 73, ln. 

14 to p. 74, ln. 8.    

 31. He admitted that he has no evidence that a transient occurred at 

approximately 12:57 p.m. on November 17, 2010 when the breaker at the substation 

reclosed or the voltage of that transient if one did occur because there is no 
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instrumentation to record such an event.  Id. at p. 68, ln. 20-23; p. 71, ln. 20 to p. 72, ln. 

9; p. 97, ln. 24 to p. 98, ln. 16.  He has no testable hypothesis that can be validated. 

 32. The lack of a testable hypothesis is especially crucial due to Mr. Panunto’s 

admissions regarding the known facts.  He testified that the main circuit breaker at 

Plaintiff’s insured’s house was designed to handle up to 600 volts and that normal voltage 

is 120V/240V with a plus or minus 10-percent variation in voltage.  Id. at p. 63, ln. 7-20.   

 33. Mr. Panunto admitted that “…under most cases the transients that the 

electric company produces are not sufficiently powerful or sufficiently high voltage to 

cause the breakdown of the breakers.”  Id. at p. 65, ln. 17-20.   

 34. He further admitted that he has no evidence of the voltage of the transients 

occurring in the two years prior to the fire.  Id. at p. 97, ln. 8-13.   

 35. He further admitted that factors other than transients, such as 

accumulation of dirt and moisture, can cause a home’s electrical equipment to 

prematurely age.  Id. at p. 88, ln. 4-16.   

 36. He further admitted that he did not interview any of the customers served 

by the same 720 distribution line as Plaintiff’s insured to determine if their electrical 

equipment sustained accelerated wear.  Id. a p. 78, ln. 6 to p. 79, ln. 6.   

 37. His conclusion that the main breaker in Plaintiff’s insured’s distribution 

panel deteriorated from repeated voltage transients does not reliably follow from his 

admission that the transients produced by an electric company are generally not 

sufficiently powerful or of sufficiently high voltage to cause breakdown of the breakers 

and that the breakers can deteriorate from other factors and he has no evidence of any 
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other customers served by the distribution line experiencing accelerated wear of their 

equipment as he alleges occurred in the subject home.   

 38. Mr. Panunto has no explanation for the five-hour gap between when he 

asserts a transient occurred causing the main breaker in Plaintiff’s insured’s home to 

immediately flash over and the report of the fire.   

 39. As in Buzzerd, Mr. Panunto’s opinions must be excluded for the 

additional reason that they do not reliably follow from the facts. 

FIT 

 40. “The ‘fit’ requirement of Rule 702 mandates that expert testimony ‘assist 

the trier of fact to understand the evidence or determine a fact in issue. This condition 

goes primarily to relevance’.”  Buzzerd, 669. F. Supp. 2d at 529.   

 41. “An opinion that something is possible, even to a degree of scientific 

probability, is a far cry from an opinion that the theorized happening probably occurred 

during the incident in question.”  Id. at 524.   

 42. Mr. Panunto merely sets forth a theory of what “can” happen when a 

transient occurs.  However, the relevant question is whether it is probable that his theory 

occurred on November 17, 2010.  His opinion as to what is possible is not relevant and 

not helpful to the trier of fact.   

 43. His theory is that deficient vegetation maintenance can cause a power 

outage which can cause a transient which can cause a weak point in an electrical system 

to immediately flash over.  Yet he plainly admits that the transients produced by electric 

companies are generally not sufficiently powerful or of sufficiently high voltage to cause 
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breakdown of a home’s breakers and that other factors can cause deterioration of a 

home’s breakers.   

 44. He has no evidence that vegetation played any role whatsoever in the 

events of November 17, 2010 or in the two years preceding the fire and no evidence of 

any deficient vegetation management by Met-Ed at any time in any respect.   

 45. He likewise has no evidence that a transient occurred on that day or an 

explanation for the five-hour gap between when he alleges the main breaker in the home 

flashed over and the report of the fire.   

 46. Mr. Panunto’s testimony does not set forth any information that will help 

the trier of fact.  Instead, he merely sets forth his personal beliefs that anytime there is a 

power outage on a line it is caused by deficient vegetation management and that electric 

companies should be required to do more to protect their customers’ equipment.  Such 

musings are entirely irrelevant and, therefore, inadmissible.   

 WHEREFORE, Defendant, Metropolitan Edison Company respectfully requests 

entry of an order excluding the opinions and testimony of Ronald J. Panunto, P.E., 

C.F.E.I., C.F.C. 

PETERS & WASILEFSKI 

            By:___s/Alex M. Hvizda_______ 
       Charles E. Wasilefski, Esquire 
       Attorney #21027 
       Alex M. Hvizda, Esquire 
       Attorney #306565 
       2931 North Front Street 
       Harrisburg, PA  17110 
       Telephone:  [717] 238-7555 Ext. 119 
       Facsimile:   [717] 238-7750 
       E-mail:  amh@pwlegal.com 
       Attorney for Defendant 
Date:  January 13, 2014 
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true and correct copy of the Motion in Limine to Exclude Expert Testimony of Ronald J. 

Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I., C.F.C. filed by Defendant, Metropolitan Edison Company, was 
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Erick J. Kirker, Esquire 
COZEN O’CONNOR 

1900 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 

 
Stephen M. Capriotti, Jr., Esquire 
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Suite 1900 

50 South 16th Street 
Philadelphia, PA  19102 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 

USAA CASUALTY INSURANCE   : 

COMPANY as subrogee of Joan Sonnen : CIVIL ACTION NO.:  1:12-cv-1178 (CCC) 

      : 

    Plaintiff : 

      : “ELECTRONICALLY FILED” 

  v.    : 

      : 

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

      : 

 Defendant/ Third-Party Plaintiff : 

v.    : 

      : 

SQUARE D COMPANY AND   : 

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC USA, INC. : 

Third-Party Defendants  : 

 

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE  

TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION  IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE EXPERT TESTIMONY OF 

RONALD J. PANUNTO, P.E., C.F.E.I., C.F.C.  

 

 Plaintiff, USAA Casualty Insurance Company, as subrogee of Joan Sonnen, by and 

through its undersigned counsel, respectfully responds to oppose the Motion in Limine to 

Exclude Expert Testimony of Ronald J. Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I, C.F.C. filed by Defendant 

Metropolitan Edison Company (“Motion in Limine”).  Defendant’s Motion in Limine is 

untimely as it was filed and served after the Court’s deadline.  Concurrent with this Response, 

Plaintiff filed a Motion to Strike the Motion in Limine, and the parts of Defendant’s Motion for 

Summary Judgment related thereto, because it was filed after the Court’s deadline to do so.  In 

addition to being untimely, Defendant’s Motion in Limine is premature as a Daubert hearing is 

necessary so the Court has all the necessary information upon which to decide such a motion.  

Putting aside the untimeliness, and the lack of a Daubert hearing, the Motion in Limine does not 

support the preclusion of Mr. Panunto’s expert testimony, and therefore Defendant’s Motion 

should be denied.   At best, all of the Defendant’s arguments go to the weight of the expert 
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opinions of Mr. Panunto, not their admissibility. Plaintiff responds specifically to the 

Defendant’s averments as follows: 

 1 - 2.   Admitted. 

 3. Admitted in part; Denied as stated.  The Plaintiff’s allegations are found in the 

Amended Complaint, not in the Defendant’s restatement of them. 

 4. Admitted.  Plaintiff presented timely its expert disclosures which include the 

disclosure of Mr. Ronald Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I, C.F.C. as an expert witness along with his 

expert report, curriculum vitae and prior deposition and trial testimony.  A true and correct copy 

of Plaintiff’s Expert Disclosures is attached hereto as Exhibit “A”, and a true and correct copy of 

Mr. Panunto’s curriculum vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit “B”.  In addition, Plaintiff hereby 

attaches an Affidavit of Mr. Ron Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I., C.F.C. as Exhibit “C” to respond 

directly to the Defendant’s Motion in Limine. 

 5. Admitted in part; Denied as stated.  Mr. Panunto’s opinions are found in the 

entirety of his report, not just the sections selected for citation by the Defendant. 

 6. Admitted.  Mr. Panunto’s deposition was originally scheduled for November 22, 

2013, but the Defendant unilaterally requested to have it rescheduled to December 19, 2013.  The 

deponent reserved the right to read and sign his deposition, and an errata sheet was timely 

presented.  Mr. Panunto’s errata sheet is attached hereto as Exhibit “D”. 

 7. Denied.  Mr. Panunto’s expert opinions meet the requirements of F.R.E. 702.  In 

fact, this Court has already found Mr. Panunto to be a qualified expert who utilizes reliable 

methodologies. Hoang v. Funai Corporation, 652 F. Supp. 2d 564 (M.D. Pa 2009)(finding Mr. 

Panunto qualified and utilizing reliable methodologies in a fire case). 
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 8 - 9. Admitted as quoted.  However, the facts and expert opinions in Buzzerd v. 

Flagship Carwash of Port St. Lucie, Inc., 669 F. Supp. 2d 514 (M.D. Pa. 2009) are very different 

than the present case, and the Buzzerd decision does not support finding Mr. Panunto’s 

testimony inadmissible.  See Plaintiff’s Brief in Opposition. 

 10. Denied.  Despite the Plaintiff’s disclosures, and the clear expression of Mr. 

Panunto’s opinions in his report, Defendant MetEd has sought to exclude the Mr. Panunto 

because he is not qualified as an expert in “vegetation management”.  Although creative, the 

Defendant’s attempt to express Mr. Panunto’s opinion as one requiring expertise in acts of 

vegetation management is misplaced.  The Defendant in this case is an electric utility company, 

not a vegetation management company, arborist, tree surgeon or otherwise.  The Defendant’s 

Motion is Limine is based upon its attempt to re-cast and re-frame Mr. Panunto’s opinions to suit 

its argument.  However, this case is about the reckless and improper supply of electricity by an 

electrical utility company which, in this situation, relates to its shoddy maintenance, care and 

protection of its electrical utility lines.  This case is not about how best to trim a tree, or whether 

an oak grows faster than a spruce.  The issue is the maintenance and care of electrical lines, not 

the trees.  Mr. Panunto has extensive education, training and experience in the area of electricity 

distribution and the maintenance, care and protection of electrical utility lines.  The Defendant’s 

Motion in Limine regarding Mr. Panunto’s qualifications is without merit.   

11. Denied.  Please see Exhibit D hereto, and note the objections made by Plaintiff 

during the deposition.  Further, the issue of an expertise in “vegetation management” is a red 

herring.  The issue in this case revolves around the maintenance and care of electrical lines, not 

the trees. 
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12.  Denied.  Mr. Panunto is qualified under FRE 702 to present the expert opinions 

expressed in his report.  And, with no Daubert hearing, it would be premature for the Court to 

grant the Defendant’s Motion. 

 13 - 14. Admitted as quoted.  However, the facts and expert opinions in Buzzerd v. 

Flagship Carwash of Port St. Lucie, Inc., 669 F. Supp. 2d 514 (M.D. Pa. 2009) are very different 

than the present case, and the Buzzerd decision does not support finding Mr. Panunto’s 

testimony inadmissible.  See Plaintiff’s Brief in Opposition. 

 15. Denied.  Mr. Panunto clearly stated he relied upon the National Fire Protection 

Association’s Guide for Fire and Explosions Investigations, commonly referred to as NFPA 921, 

when he performed his investigation.  NFPA 921 is cited in his report.  Mr. Panunto also 

expressed his methodology generally in his report.  At his deposition, Mr. Panunto was never 

asked by the defense to describe his investigation methodology or about NFPA 921. The 

methodology set forth in NFPA 921 has been found by several Courts to be a valid methodology 

that meets F.R.E. 702 and Daubert. See Plaintiff’s Brief in Opposition. 

 16. Denied.  Mr. Panunto’s opinions reliably flow from the facts known in this case.   

 17. Denied.  First, Mr. Panunto is not a party and therefore makes no “admissions”.  

Mr. Panunto’s deposition testimony is properly stated in his deposition and corresponding errata 

sheet. 

 18. Denied.  Even accepting the analogy between a personal injury case involving 

carbon monoxide poisoning, and a property damage case involving an electrical fault at a main 

circuit breaker, Mr. Panunto’s opinions are not like the opinions expressed by the expert 

witnesses in Buzzerd.  Mr. Panunto identified that inappropriate transient surges caused by 

power outages from tree contact were the cause of the main circuit breaker failure and fire.  The 
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existence of the transient surges was established by Defendant’s records and eyewitness 

information.  The existence of tree contact was established by Defendant’s records, peer-

reviewed materials, and eyewitness information.  The effect of inappropriate transient surges on 

the electrical equipment in the home was supported by peer-reviewed findings and Mr. Panunto’s 

own observation and experience. Unlike in Buzzerd, in this case there is a direct electrical 

connection between the circuit breaker at Zion’s View Substation and the Sonnen main circuit 

breaker panel.  Whatever happens at the substation is directly transmitted to the Sonnen 

household.  The impact of the inappropriate transient surges was evident on the arced main 

circuit breaker, and were evident in the prior history of power outage events described by an 

eyewitness.  For example, in Buzzerd, the Plaintiffs medical information did not have any 

objective evidence of carbon monoxide poisoning, but in this case, there is clear objective 

evidence of breakdown of the main circuit breaker.  So, there is evidence of the impact of the 

transient surges, unlike the lack of evidence of the impact of any alleged carbon monoxide in the 

people involved. 

 19-24. Denied.   First, Mr. Panunto is not a party and therefore makes no “admissions”.  

Mr. Panunto’s deposition testimony is properly stated in his deposition and corresponding errata 

sheet.  The Defendant’s records showing outages tied to “high winds”, and eyewitness testimony 

of actual tree contact on the relevant electric lines coupled with power outage, and peer-reviewed 

materials identifying the relationship between wind, tree contact, power outages and transient 

surges all support Mr. Panunto’s opinions.  Further, even if the Defendant’s  plan to keep the 

trees away from the electric lines was proper, that does not mean that the plan was effectuated 

properly.  Hence, the problem in this case.  The Defendant made promises and assurances to the 

Public Utility Commission that underlie its tariff, but they failed to live up to those promises 
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despite information that the lines were not being properly maintained.  There is eyewitness 

testimony of Ms. Jessica Ballew that trees along the relevant electrical distribution line were 

contacting the lines.   

 25 - 26. Denied.  See Reponses to 18-24 which are incorporated herein. 

 27. Admitted in part; Denied as stated.  Mr. Panunto’s opinions are found in the 

entirety of his report, not just the sections selected for citation by the Defendant. 

 28. Denied.  Mr. Panunto’s expert opinions meet the requirements of F.R.E. 702.  Mr. 

Panunto’s opinions are found in the entirety of his report, not just the sections selected for 

citation by the Defendant. 

 29. Denied.  The relevant question at issue is whether the reckless and improper 

supply of electricity by an electrical utility company was caused by the wantonly shoddy 

maintenance and care of its electrical utility lines.  There is eyewitness evidence from Ms. 

Sonnen’s neighbor, Ms. Jessica Ballew, that trees would contact the electric lines prior to the fire 

at issue.  See Exhibit “E” attached hereto  which are true and correct portions of Ms. Ballew’s 

deposition.  The Defendant had obligations under the National Electric Safety Code and good 

practice to keep the lines clear of the trees.  See Exhibit “F” hereto which are true and correct 

copies of portions of the deposition of Mr. James Sarver, a corporate designee of the Defendant.  

An excessive 24 instances of outages in 2 years occurred, including numerous outages occurring 

in “high winds” which blow the trees against the electrical lines, and an outage on the day of the 

fire, which was reported to be a windy day.    All of this information is also paired with peer 

reviewed findings presented by Mr. Panunto on the prevalence of windy day outages being the 

result of tree contact.  The Defendant was not maintaining its electrical lines to be free from tree 

contact despite its obligation to do so, and despite being aware of the long history of outages 
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clearly identifiable as being tree-related.  Mr. Panunto has more than ample support for the 

opinions he has reached in this case. 

 30. Denied.   See Mr. Panunto’s deposition testimony.  Moreover, the operation of the 

breaker is normal, but the problem is that it had to operate so many times, and under windy 

conditions, because the Defendant was not properly maintaining and caring for its electrical lines 

that supply electricity into its customer’s homes.  The Defendant was aware of these problems, 

as it maintained cumulative records, for the reckless amount of outages on windy days.  

31 - 36. Denied.   First, Mr. Panunto is not a party and therefore makes no 

“admissions”.  Mr. Panunto’s deposition testimony is properly stated in his deposition and 

corresponding errata sheet.  Mr. Panunto presented clearly in his report and deposition that 

multiple voltage transients were occurring on the electrical lines sufficient to cause the 

breakdown of the main circuit breaker.  Mr. Panunto found based on his physical examination of 

the building and the electrical panel that there was no evidence to support a finding that age, dirt 

or moisture caused the level of main circuit breaker.   Mr. Panunto did not need to interview 

other customers as several customers were deposed, and Defendant’s records were reviewed. 

37. Denied.  Mr. Panunto did not testify or report that transient voltages in outage 

situations would be of an insufficient magnitude to damage the electrical equipment at issue.  In 

fact, he has reported to the contrary.  He has presented peer-reviewed literature identifying this 

event, and the impact that such transient voltages can have on electrical equipment including 

early and catastrophic breakdown. 

38. Denied.  The Defendant never asked for Mr. Panunto’s explanation.  Mr. Panunto 

does have an explanation.  Among many other reasons, this is crucial to why a Daubert hearing 

would be necessary in this case before the motion to exclude his testimony could be granted.  
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The last outage event recorded that caused a transient surge before the event was at 1:04pm 

caused by an automatic reclose of the relevant circuit breaker as the Zionsview substation. See 

Response Exhibit C.  The fire was first observed at roughly 5:40pm due to arc-tracking once the 

insulation of the main breaker was pierced and the carbonization process was started.  Id.  Arc-

tracking under these conditions and circumstances is well-established in peer-reviewed literature 

including Kirk’s Fire Investigation where the timing between initiating trigger and fire is 

detailed. Id.  

39. Denied.  Mr. Panunto’s opinions reliably follow from the facts in this case. 

40 - 41. Admitted as quoted.  However, the facts and expert opinions in Buzzerd v. 

Flagship Carwash of Port St. Lucie, Inc., 669 F. Supp. 2d 514 (M.D. Pa. 2009) are very different 

than the present case, and the Buzzerd decision does not support finding Mr. Panunto’s 

testimony inadmissible.  See Plaintiff’s Brief in Opposition. 

42 - 45.  Denied. See Mr. Panunto’s report and testimony and Plaintiff’s Brief in 

Opposition. 

46. Denied. Mr. Panunto’s opinions will assist the trier of fact.  His opinions are 

based on a proper methodology, and follow from the facts in this case. Mr. Panunto’s opinions 

are admissible, and support the Plaintiff’s claims in this case. Attached as Exhibit “G” are the 

report and relevant sections of the deposition of Pennsylvania State Trooper Patrick McKenna, 

Jr.  Attached as Exhibit “H” is the expert report of Mr. Michael J. Moyer, C.F.I., C.F.E.I., 

C.V.F.I., P.I. who investigated the cause of this fire.  The opinions of Trooper McKenna, Mr. 

Moyer and Mr. Panunto work in concert to assist the jury to understand where the fire started, 

how the fire started, and that the Defendant was responsible for causing the fire.   
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully submits Defendant’s Motion in Limine to Exclude 

Expert Testimony of Ronald J. Panunto, P.E., C.F.E.I., C.F.C.  should be denied. 

 

 

 

Dated: January 27, 2014 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

COZEN O’CONNOR 

 

BY: /s/ Erick J Kirker  

ERICK J. KIRKER 

PA Bar ID #:  82264 

1900 Market Street 

Philadelphia, PA  19103 

Telephone:  (215) 665-2172 

Facsimile:  (215) 701-2172 

ekirker@cozen.com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IV. Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, the court will deny Met-Ed’s motion in limine

(Doc. 56) and motion for summary judgment (Doc. 58).

An appropriate order will issue.

 /S/ CHRISTOPHER C. CONNER                              

Christopher C. Conner, Chief Judge
United States District Court
Middle District of Pennsylvania

Dated: July 16, 2014
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October 18, 2013 

 

 

 

Erick J. Kirker, Esquire 

Cozen O’Connor 

1900 Market Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19103 

 

 Subject: Sonnen v. Met-Ed v. Schneider 

   D/O/L:    11/17/2010 

   NFC File: PA-32146-OC 

 

Dear Mr. Kirker: 

 

As requested by you, I am issuing this final report of my investigation at the 

loss location of 430 Maple Street, Manchester, PA. 

 

Site inspections were held at the loss location on November 19, 2010, and 

January 11, 2011. 

 

The purpose of my investigation was to make a determination of the origin and 

cause of the structure fire which occurred at the loss location on November 17, 

2010. 

 

My investigation was performed following the scientific method and basic 

methodology as suggested by NFPA 921.  All of my findings are made to a 

reasonable degree of certainty in the field of fire origin and cause investigation. 

 

Property Description 

 

The loss location is a three-story, single-family dwelling of ordinary 

construction with siding over wood plank exterior walls, and shingle roofing.  

Interior walls are plaster over wood lath on wood posts with wood flooring on 

wood joists supported by a stone foundation.  The house is believed to have 
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been built in the early 1900s and has been in the Sonnen family since 1932, currently owned by Ms. 

Joan Sonnen 

 

The house is occasionally visited by Ms. Sonnen and is visited regularly by her brother, Edwin 

Clemens, who lives next door at 438 Maple Street. 

 

Background 

 

According to information received by me and the fire report of the Union Fire Co. of Manchester 

Borough (Report #10-395), there was a structure fire at the loss location on November 17, 2010, at 

approximately 17:48 hours. 

 

The fire report and Pennsylvania State Police report (HO7-1986672) indicate that the neighbor at 426 

Maple Street, Ms. Jessica Ballew, observed popping and a flash from a basement window on side B of 

the fire building and called 911. 

 

Scope of Service 

 

As requested by you, I was directed to: 

 

 perform a physical inspection of the loss location, 

 determine the area of fire origin, 

 determine the cause of the fire and 

 prepare and submit a written report of my findings. 

 

Observations 

 

On November 19, 2010, I performed a site inspection of the loss location of 430 Maple Street, 

Manchester Borough, PA. 

 

Photos #1 through #5 are exterior views of the house, starting from the front/south exterior in a 

clockwise rotation. 
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From the exterior there are signs of boarded windows along the south and west walls. 

 

Photos #6 through #9 show the house meter base and house feed from the meter to the street pole 

#29003-26716.  The pole feed extends from a transformer on pole #29008-26713 across and down the 

street. 

 

Photo #10 shows a pile of fire debris in the west side yard. 

 

Photo #11 shows a building at the north end of the property with no fire damage. 

 

Photos #12 through #14 show the rear, east and front of the building with windows boarded at several 

locations. 

 

Photo #15 shows the gas meter at the east side of the building. 

 

Photo #16 shows the basement entry and house entry doors at the rear of the main house. 

 

Photos #17 and #18 show the first floor east side living room area, which has smoke and soot damage. 

 

Photo #19 shows the stairs to the second floor of the house. 

 

Photos #20 through #23 show the bedrooms and craft room of the second floor which has soot and 

smoke damage but no fire damage. 

 

Photos #24 and #25 are of the stairs to the attic and the attic storage area with no fire damage. 

 

Photo #26 is a view of the rear two-story addition and the rear building as seen from the second floor 

rear of the house. 

 

Photo #27 is the east side entry door into the family room and addition at the rear of the house. 

 

Photos #28 and #29 are views of the first floor family room of the rear addition.  There is no fire 

damage in this room. 
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Photo #30 shows the second floor bedroom of the addition with no fire damage. 

 

Photo #31 shows the entry door from the family room into the kitchen area on the first floor west side 

of the main house. 

 

Photos #32 through #35 compose a clockwise view of the first floor kitchen on the west side of the 

house.  There is fire damage at the floor and wall of the west side of the kitchen. The gas stove and 

refrigerator is not involved in fire. 

 

Photos #36 through #38 are views of the first floor front dining room and laundry room on the west 

side of the house.  There is smoke and soot damage in this area but no fire damage. 

 

Photo #39 shows the stairs to the basement area. 

 

Photo #40 shows the east wall of the basement showing the gas-fired boiler and hot water heater.  

These heating units are not involved in fire.  The gas lines in the building are not involved in the fire. 

 

Photo #41 shows the front storage room of the basement, which has smoke damage. 

 

Photo #42 shows the west side of the basement under the kitchen area. 

 

Photos #43 and #44 show a fire damaged electrical load center at the top of the west wall of the 

basement. 

 

Photo #45 shows fire damage to the floor joist and flooring of the kitchen above the load center area. 

 

Photo #46 shows some drop-down fire onto chairs and combustibles under the load center area. 

 

My observations of the fire damage in the house show areas of fire damage and intensity at the west 

wall of the first floor kitchen and basement areas.  Other areas of the house show smoke and soot 

damage extending from the basement and kitchen areas. 

 

Photo #47 shows the area of fire damage along the west wall of the first floor kitchen.  The cabinets, 

counters and appliances had been removed from this area during fire suppression activities. 
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Photo #48 shows an area of the kitchen floor adjacent to the refrigerator, which shows fire extension 

up through the floor and into the rear wall.  The fire extension has extended up from the basement area. 

 

Photos #49 and #50 show fire damage to the kitchen flooring and floor joists.  The floor joists are 

burned away in some areas as is the wooden flooring.  In this area I observed the top of the basement 

load center and electrical wiring from the load center. 

 

In this area I observed some household receptacle wiring that did not show signs of electrical activity.  

In this area there was a wall receptacle for the refrigerator, with no fire damage.  Going through the 

fire debris I did not find any ignition source from the first floor kitchen cabinets or counter area. 

 

Photo #51 shows the fire debris in the west side yard.  I observed the dishwasher which shows signs of 

fire attack from the floor area.  The remaining kitchen cabinets all show signs of fire damage at the 

floor level.  I found a coffee maker in the debris, but the appliance and power cord are intact with no 

fire damage.   

 

I did not find any remains of a candle or other source of an open flame and did not find any discarded 

smoking material in the debris or in the kitchen area. 

 

Photo #52 shows the electrical load center on the west wall of the basement under the kitchen. 

 

The 100-Amp Square D load center has the capacity for 20 breakers.  It appears that 16 of the breakers 

were in use.  Some of the breakers are tripped and some are still in the ON position.  The main breaker 

is in the ON position. 

 

Photo #53 is a closer view of the load center which shows signs of severe fire damage at the top left 

and top of the load center. 

 

Photos #54 and #55 are closer views showing severe fire damage to the top left main breaker of the 

load center.  This is a very intense area of fire damage and appears to be the area of fire origin in the 

load center. 
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Photo #56 shows the fire movement pattern which extends up from the load center to involve the wood 

floor joists and the wood flooring of the kitchen area that was shown in Photos # 47 through #50.  The 

fire then extended into the kitchen wall and involved the wooden cabinets, the counters and their 

contents. 

 

The fire intensity and movement pattern indicate that the top left area of the load center, where the 

main breaker is located, is the area of fire origin.  

 

The damage I observed at the load center indicated an electrical failure at the main breaker and top left 

of the load center as the cause of the fire. 

 

I did not find any indication of an ignition source due to animals or water damage in the area of fire 

origin. 

 

Photos #57 and #58 are views of the load center panel cover and door which were on the floor below 

the load center. 

 

Photos #59 and #60 show the load center and kitchen flooring secured as evidence.  The load center 

was left on scene pending any future inspection. 

 

During my site inspection I met with both Ms. Joan Sonnen and her brother, Edwin Clemens. 

 

Ms. Sonnen, a non-smoker, was last in the house on November 7, 2010, and noted no problems.  Ms. 

Sonnen indicated that there were renovations to the heating system and related parts of the electrical 

system in 2003 but no interior renovations since then. 

 

Ms. Sonnen came to the kitchen area with me and confirmed locations of cabinets, appliances and 

debris items.  Ms. Sonnen noted the coffee maker which she confirmed was on the counter but not 

plugged in.   

 

Ms. Sonnen confirmed that there were no candles in the kitchen area and no operational problems with 

the gas stove. 
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Mr. Edwin Clemens, a smoker, confirmed that he was in the house during the morning of the date of 

loss and left before noon and noted no problems or odors.  Mr. Clemens insisted that he does not 

smoke in the house and was not in the kitchen area or basement. 

 

During my site inspection I met Mr. Dennis McLaughlin, a property adjuster representing Ms. Sonnen. 

 

Mr. McLaughlin told me he had previously spoken with Ms. Jessica Ballow of 426 Maple Street 

regarding the fire.  Ms. Ballow related to him that she was the 911 caller to report the fire after she and 

her ex-husband had noted popping and lights flashing in the loss house at the basement window facing 

her house. 

 

I went to 426 Maple Street; however, no one was home. 

 

Photo #61 shows the basement window on the west side of the basement of the loss location facing 

426 Maple Street.  This window is adjacent to the basement load center and is the boarded window 

shown in Photos #43 through #45. 

 

I went to various houses in the neighborhood and spoke with the occupants of 437 Maple Street.  The 

couple told me that on the date of loss, their power had gone off at approximately 13:30 hrs. then came 

back on.  They told me that during the afternoon the power went off twice again and returned, then the 

lights flickered again around 17:00 hrs.  The occupants would not give me their names or contact 

numbers. 

 

Following my site inspection I contacted the Union Fire Company and sent for a copy of the fire 

incident report.   

 

On November 24, 2010, I had phone contact with Pennsylvania State Police Fire Marshal Trooper 

Patrick McKenna.  I related my observations and initial findings to Fire Marshal McKenna.  Fire 

Marshal McKenna concurred with my determination as to the area of fire origin and he told me he 

considered the fire as accidental due to an electrical failure. 

 

Pennsylvania State Police Fire Marshal McKenna told me that he was aware of the account of the 

neighbor from 426 Maple Street and had also noted that there were power outages and interruptions on 

the date of loss in the area. 
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Pennsylvania State Police McKenna told me that he did not observe any ignition sources that would 

indicate an intentionally set fire or fire from an open flame or discarded smoking material or from 

damage from animals. 

 

On January 11, 2011, a joint inspection of the loss location was held.  The sign-in sheet was handled 

by Chris Boyle, Esquire of Cozen O’Connor. 

 

I reviewed the incident information I was aware of and distributed the Union Fire Company incident 

report and related the information I had received from Pennsylvania State Police Fire Marshal 

McKenna on November 24, 2010. 

 

All parties were given ample time to observe and photograph the scene. 

 

Following the joint examination the load center and related artifacts were collected and secured as 

evidence by Mr. Ronald Panunto of Dawson Engineering. 

 

Photo #62 shows the load center and wiring secured as evidence prior to removal from the west wall of 

the basement. 

 

During the joint inspection I again observed the area of fire origin. 

 

Photo #63 shows the west wall of the basement with the load center removed. 

 

Photos #64 and #65 shows the charring of the floor joist above the load center due to fire extension 

from the load center up into the floor area below the kitchen. 

 

Document Reviews 

 

As part of my investigation I have reviewed the following documents: 

 

 Union Fire Company report # 10-395 

 Penna State Police (Pennsylvania State Police) Report HO7-1986672 

 Third Party Complaint 1:12-CV-1178-CCC 
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 Plaintiff request for documents from Defendant Metropolitan Electric Company 

 Response of Defendants 

 Plaintiff USAA first set of Interrogatories to Defendant 

 Answers of Defendants to USAA 

 Third Party –Schneider answers to Defendant Inquiry 

 Defendants Production of Records of Circuit 720-4 

 Dawson Engineering Inc. (DEI) files and photos of File # F100436 

 FyrSafe Engineering Photos of 1/11/11 

 Doug Haines Deposition and Exhibits of 3/20/13 

 Steven Ward Deposition of 3/20/13 

 James Sarver Deposition and Exhibits of 4/22/13 

 Edwin Clemens Deposition of 5/3/13 

 Joan Sonnen Depositions and Exhibits of 5/3/13 

 Jessica Ballew Deposition and Exhibits of 5/8/13 

 Trevor Rentzel Deposition and Exhibits of 9/5/13 

 Patrick McKenna Deposition and Exhibits of 9/5/13 

 

The review of the fire report from the Union Fire Company concurs with the fire patterns I observed. 

 

The report of the Union Fire Company concurs with my determination of the area of fire origin as the 

main breaker at the electrical load center as well as the cause of the fire as an electrical failure. 

 

The review of the Pennsylvania State Police report concurs with the fire pattern I observed and the 

area of fire origin as the main breaker of the electrical load center as well as the cause of the fire as an 

electrical failure.  The Pennsylvania State Police report also concurs with the information I received 

during my verbal contact with Trooper Patrick McKenna on November 24, 2010. 

The review of the depositions of Ms. Sonnen and Mr. Clemens indicate no previous problems with the 

house electrical systems. 

 

The review of the deposition of Ms. Jessica Ballew concurs with information received from Mr. 

Dennis McLaughlin regarding electrical outages and issues on the date of loss.  In addition, Ms. 

Ballew had previously been cited in the fire report and Pennsylvania State Police report as the 
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neighbor that reported the fire after observing popping and a flash from the basement window at the 

loss location. 

 

The review of the deposition of Pennsylvania State Police Trooper Patrick McKenna concurs with the 

information received by me during our phone contact on November 24, 2010, regarding the area of fire 

origin as the main breaker of the electrical load center and the cause of the fire as an electrical failure. 

 

My observation of the loss location indicates that the fire originates at the main breaker of the main 

load center, located on the west wall of the basement. 

 

My observations of the area of origin indicate the cause of the fire was an electrical failure at the 

breaker panel. Due to the evidence of electrical supply issues on the day of the fire, the root cause of 

the electrical failure that caused the fire is being reviewed by an electrical engineer, Ron Panunto of 

Dawson Engineering. 

 

During my inspection I did not see any indication of ignition sources from an open flame or discarded 

smoking material.  There are no indications that the fire was intentionally set or caused by water 

damage or damage from animals. 

 

During my inspection I did not see any ignition sources from kitchen appliances or household wiring 

for the receptacles or lighting circuits. 

 

My contacts with persons mentioned in this report concur with my observations and findings. 

 

My review of documents provided concurs with my observations and determinations. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Therefore, based on my observations and facts made known to me, as well as my experience, 

education and training, it is my opinion, based on a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, that: 

 

1. The fire originated in the basement area along the west wall at the electrical load center.  

The area of fire origin is at the main breaker on the electrical load center. 

2. The cause of the fire was an electrical failure. 
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This concludes my report based on information made known to me at this time.  I reserve the right to 

alter or amend this conclusion should any new information be made known to me in the future. 

 

Please contact our office at 856-662-6500 with any questions or comments. 

 

Sincerely yours,  

 

Michael J. Moyer, CFI, CFEI, CVFI 

Consultant 

 

/meg 
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Front exterior south view of 430 Maple St 

Photo # 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Front entry of 430 Maple St 

Photo #2 
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West side exterior view of house 

Photo # 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
West side of house 

Photo # 4 
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West side rear of house 

Photo # 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Meter base of electrical service 

Photo # 6 
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First Energy lock-out service tag 

Photo # 7 

 

 

 
House service to Met-Ed pole 

Photo # 8 
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Pole number 29003-26716 

Photo # 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Debris pile in side yard 

Photo # 10 
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Rear building with no fire damage 

Photo # 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Rear view of house 

Photo # 12 
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Rear and east side of house 

Photo # 13 

 

 

 

 

 
East side of house 

Photo # 14 
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Gas meter on east side of house 

Photo # 15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Basement entry and rear door to house 

Photo # 16 
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